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Abstract—In a world increasingly driven by advanced 

technologies, data have become “resources” that countries are 

competing for. This research paper addresses the question 

“what is the difference between the data strategies of the United 

States and China?”. Existing literature has a provided 

comprehensive description of data sovereignty for both China 

and the United States, but they are usually standard doctrinal-

comparative studies. However, this paper provides an 

additional historical dimension to the doctrinal comparisons. A 

framework of “spear and shield” is presented to describe how 

China’s data strategy has evolved into a defensive mode while 

the United States holds an expansive data strategy. The research 

provides a new frame to understand the data competition 

between China and the U.S. among other countries. Similar 

kinds of methods could be utilized in other research on data 

strategies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper primarily discusses data sovereignty laws and 

strategies in both China and the U.S. It provides a framework 

of ‘spear and shield’ lawfare [1] to understand the strategic 

interactions between China and the U.S. in the field of data 

sovereignty and data transfer. Doctrinal, historical, and 

comparative methods are used in this research paper. By 

analyzing data legislations, regulations and emerging cases 

in China and the United States, the paper argues that the U.S. 

has an expansive data strategy, which will be referred to 

“spear” by trying to reach its extra-territorial data sovereignty 

through domestic regulations and multilateral agreements, 

while China adopts a more defensive data strategy-which 

refer to “shield” by localizing data and emphasizing data 

sovereignty and security within its borders. 

Didi’s case is a most recent embodiment of this ‘spear-and 

shield’ dynamics between the U.S. and China. Two days after 

Didi raised $4.4 billion from its New York initial public 

offering, China’s regulatory agency Cyberspace Review 

Office launched a cybersecurity review based on the National 

Security Law and Cybersecurity Law because of Chinese 

security concerns whereby during the investigation new users’ 

registration would be halted [2]. While China put 

measurements on data protection, the United States, on the 

other hand, was suspected of extracting foreign data through 

domestic law, namely, SEC requirement on auditing data 

from foreign firms according to the recently passed Holding 

Foreign Company Accountable Law (HFCAL) [3]. 
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This paper is divided into five parts. Firstly, the 

background and introduction will provide a short summary 

of the research. This will be followed by a brief literature 

review, which would build a foundation for the overall 

research. The strength and weaknesses, contributions and 

significance of this paper would be addressed in this section. 

It is followed by section 3 which discusses the evolution of 

data sovereignty lawfare between China and the United 

States. Section 4 provides a deep analysis of the recent and 

fiercely debated Didi case. In this section, the Chinese data 

strategy and United States data approach would be 

demonstrated and analyzed in detail. The paper then 

concludes.  

 
Fig. 1. “Spear” and “Shield” relationship. 

 

A. Big Data 

According to IBM, “[B]ig data analytics is the use of 

advanced analytic techniques against very large, diverse big 

data sets that include structured, semi-structured and 

unstructured data, from different sources, and in different 

sizes from terabytes to zettabytes.” [4] Big data is important 

because it could help governments and businesses to make 

decisions and make predictions.  

B. Data Sovereignty 

Sovereignty is a political term, defined as the “supreme 

power, especially over a body politics” [5]. Cornell Law 

School [6] also defines sovereignty as “to have sovereign 

power is to be beyond the power of others to interfere.” In 

terms of politics and international relations, state sovereignty 

is usually implied by territory boundaries. When the data era 

collides with sovereign ideals, however, a pivotal moment 

that challenges the definition of sovereignty arrived. 

Sovereignty over cyberspace is no longer constrained by 

territory borders. This created a great sensation in 

governments around the world because it is at this point of 

history where the state would reconsider its sovereignty 
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owing to the borderless nature of cyberspace and cross-

border data flows. This scenario constitutes a new concept, 

namely “data sovereignty”, meaning that the state has 

sovereign power over data. Nevertheless, the definition of 

data and what data belongs to which body politics, remain 

unanswered. 

In the area of law, sovereignty is closely tied to the 

implementation of laws. This means that law can help the 

state to maintain sovereignty. Additionally, in the 21st 

century, law also has the capacity to expand sovereignty. In 

countries like the United States, the laws are implemented to 

expand U.S. data sovereignty over its borders. The Chinese 

state, on the other hand, tries to maintain its sovereignty 

within its borders, namely sticking to the traditional 

definition that keeping the data within the territorial 

boundary.  

C. Lawfare 

Lawfare could be defined as using law as a weapon of war 

[7]. Nevertheless, in this paper, the concept of “lawfare” and 

how different countries use the law as “weapons” will be 

argued, even though the political relationship between China 

and the U.S. will not be discussed in great detail. China uses 

laws as a defensive “shield” to maintain data sovereignty, but 

the United States applies laws as an offensive “spear” to 

expand the sovereignty of data over the territory border. 

D. Spear and Shield 

“Spear” is “a thrusting or throwing weapon with long shaft 

and sharp head or blade” [8], and “shield” could be defined 

as “a broad piece of defensive armor carried on the arm [9]. 

Seemingly, “spear” is offensive and “shield” is defensive. By 

applying the analogy of “spear and shield”, this paper 

describes the conflicts between the U.S. and China’s legal 

strategy of data sovereignty. 

From the beginning of the internet era, evidence of the 

application of defensive strategy has been shown in China. It 

became more conspicuous in recent year when numerous 

data and cyber-related regulations and guidelines were 

implemented. For instance, the Cybersecurity Review 

Measure (CSRM) 1  provided measures for cybersecurity 

review if national security is suspected to be threatened. 

Additionally, Critical Information Infrastructure Regulations 

(CII Regulations)2, a law implemented in 2021, specified the 

obligations of CII providers that were vaguely stipulated in 

the Cybersecurity Law (CSL). At the same time, Data 

Security Law (DSL)3 and Personal Information Protection 

Law (PIPL)4 were also enacted and will be effective in the 

coming month. To sum up, laws evolve to form a defensive 

“shield” where data sovereignty was maintained through 

prohibitive measures and acts.  

On the U.S. side, the actions imply a more aggressive data 

strategy where the United States’ domestic regulations gain 

extraterritorial effects in terms of data transfer, namely, 

“long-arm” jurisdiction. The Clarifying Lawful Overseas 

Use of Data Act (CLOUD Act)5 is a typical example in which 
 

1 Chinese Cybersecurity Review Measure. Translated version see https:// 

www.chinalawtranslate.com/en/cyber-security-review/ 
2  Critical Information Infrastructure Security Protection. Translated 

version see https://digichina.stanford.edu/work/translation-critical-informa-

tion-infrastructure-security-protection-regulations-effective-sept-1-2021/ 
3  Data Security Law. Translated version see https://www.chinalaw-

translate.com/en/datasecuritylaw/ 

domestic law in the United States evolved to have an 

extraterritorial legal effect. This law broadened the United 

States government’s power over the data around the world as 

the users of transnational corporations like Facebook and 

Instagram are all around the world. Additionally, laws in the 

financial realm also show this phenomenon. SEC recently 

established the Holding Foreign Company Accountable Act 

(HFCAA)6 as a snapshot of a larger offensive strategy where 

it requires data to be reviewed in foreign auditing firms, 

which in part extract data from firms that wanted to be listed 

in the U.S. stock market. Second, American multi-lateral 

agreements also play an expansive role in its data strategy of 

sovereignty and transfer. Most of the those mentioned above 

are components that make up America’s expansive data 

strategy aiming to expand its data sovereignty. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Investigating and researching the difference in strategies 

toward data sovereignty and potential conflicts is essential 

because data is viewed as a high-ranking resource as we enter 

the data era. However, before delving into the data part of the 

research, it is important to discuss the literature on internet 

regulation before the big data era. In The Generative Internet 

[10], Jonathan Zittrain described the nature of the internet as 

generative and ever-evolving because of the flexibility of 

code. This makes regulation arduous. One important 

argument he wanted to make is that with the limitation of law, 

generativity is sacrificed. He proposed that a balance of 

regulation and innovation is needed to be kept. For scholars 

like Joel R. Reidenberg, who made a proposal to the 

technology and internet jurisdiction [11], the balance 

between individual rights and internet jurisdiction is 

addressed. The existing legacy of internet jurisdiction and the 

rapidly-evolving nature of internet and data regulation urge 

the perception that more research needs to be done. After this, 

the data era approached where regulations and ownership 

were brought up one more time. Scholars also began to 

investigate those engaging questions.  

In China, many scholars solely focused on the Chinese 

rationale for policymaking, commenting on the policies and 

proposing future frameworks. For example, on China’s data 

localization [12], Jinhe Liu made a good explanation of the 

rationale of the Chinese approach to data sovereignty. On the 

legitimacy of data localization, Wang [13] made comments 

on the Chinese data mechanism of data sovereignty. Rooted 

in the unique Chinese safety-centered routes, he stated that, 

China should keep its localization mechanism but develop 

protective laws to enable future competition with other global 

powers. There were also scholars and organizations who 

provided people with a comprehensive study of the United 

States and the European Union’s legislation on data 

sovereignty. For example, the U.S Department of Justice 

conveyed a clear image of the expansionist view through the 

CLOUD Act White Paper [14]. Additionally, a comparison 

4  Personal Data Protection Law. Translated version see https:// 

www.china-briefing.com/news/the-prc-personal-information-protection-

law-final-a-full-translation/ 
5 Clarifying Lawful Oversea Use of Data Act(CLOUD Act). Full text see 

https://epic.org/privacy/cloud-act/cloud-act-text.pdf 
6  Holding Foreign Company Accountable Act. Full text see 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/945/text 
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between the Chinese data sovereignty strategy and the United 

States data sovereignty approach is a fiercely debated theme. 

John Selby [15] clarifies the underlying reason for the 

expansionist view which is the huge technology company 

based in the United States, and compares this with Chinese 

data localization. While these literatures are highly important 

for the foundation of this research topic, they lack a 

conceptual framework that could be expressed more adeptly 

and understandably for interpretation and analysis. This 

research includes secondary resources from international 

scholars including the early pioneers in the cyber law field. 

By including both Chinese literature and literature written by 

foreign researchers, this paper depicts a more comprehensive 

perspective on data sovereignty and its laws. 

Furthermore, the application of this “Spear and shield” 

framework enables this paper to incorporate ideas from both 

political economy and international law & relations. Usually, 

scholars would analyze data sovereignty and data 

localization either from legal, political science, or 

international relations perspectives. Nevertheless, this 

research is able to provide a new perspective because 

interdisciplinary research is relatively rare in this novel field 

of data sovereignty and law. This model is also more 

understandable than merely listing the existing law and 

conflicts for both China and the United States.  

Additionally, scholars mainly applied comparative 

methods to outline the distinction between the sovereignty 

approaches of China and the United States. While this is a 

beneficial method for the reader to have a clear view of the 

distinctions and similarities between different countries, the 

method lacks continuity by ignoring the overall formation 

and trend of the comprehensive legislation. In this essay, the 

historical method is used to elaborate from the beginning of 

the legislation regarding data sovereignty to the end. By 

understanding the past and the evolution timeline, readers 

would have a clearer view of how different strategies lead to 

different kinds of legislation. Finally, by analyzing the facts 

and distinctions between strategies according to the “Spear 

and Shield” framework, this paper enables the readers to have 

a clearer view of the distinction and similarities. 

This paper is important because with increasing cases on 

data compliance and transfer around the globe, the spear-

shield framework become helpful for analyzing future 

strategic interactions between major data powers not just 

between the U.S. and China but also including for example, 

between Europe and Africa. Practically, the analysis of 

existing laws and cases is also important for corporations to 

navigate through complex data compliance regimes. 

Politicians and policymakers could also look into the two 

different strategies when they draft their regulations. For 

other researchers, this research paper would enable them to 

gain insights that can be used to develop future comparative 

research, policy, legislation, and regulations with regard to 

different countries’ data strategies.  

 

III. EVOLUTION OF THE ‘SPEAR AND SHIELD’ DYNAMICS 

A. Early Stage of Expansive U.S. Data Strategy  

Following the 1980 Organization Economic Co-operation  
7 Organization Economic Co-operation and Development(OECD) Guidelines. 

Full text see https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/oecdguideline-

sontheprotectionofprivacyandtransborderflowsofpersonaldata.htm 

and Development (OECD) Guidelines, a few recommend-

ations concerning cross-border data transfer for the 

improvement of the digital economy and data protection were 

addressed. 7  Under the OECD Guidelines, the council 

recognized the conflict between human rights protection and 

free data flow. Therefore, it provided space for member 

countries’ interpretation by providing them with principles. 

European Union was among the first who responded to the 

Guidelines with the 1995 General Data Protection Regulation 

(GDPR), a comprehensive legal document that regards data 

protection as a fundamental right and solely focused on data-

related issues.8 Following the same guideline, however, the 

United States implemented her data protection law separately 

in different sectors [16]. Those legislative are usually in form 

of state laws and other means of regulation. Later, driven by 

the 1995 Data Protection Directive, the European Union and 

the United States signed the Safe Harbor to ensure the data 

flow between the two in order to keep healthy cross-border 

digital trade. Following that, the U.S. data strategy gradually 

appeared on people’s horizons where the United States 

continued to stretch its sovereignty over data in the area of 

digital evidence collection after the 911 Attack when the 

Patriot Act was first implemented [17]. It was stated in 

Patriot Act that the data stored in US-based cloud service 

companies were subjected to U.S. government usage [18]. 

The U.S. government gradually increases the level of data 

extraction from the many U.S.-based companies [19]. 

According to Google’s transparency report, the number of 

requests from U.S. officials had increased by 136% within 

three years from 2009 to 2012. This legislation builds upon 

the Safety Harbor framework and strengthens the 

government’s authority over data [20]. Consequently, the 

Obama administration established the first big data plan by 

implementing the Big Data R&D Initiative which encourages 

six departments, investing 200 million, to develop the 

technology in the United States as a whole [17]. 

However, not much happened in the Eastern frontier. 

China was still in the stage of self-development while 

establishing a firewall to block western webpages. However, 

China wasn’t absent from a new round of competition in the 

Big Data Era [12]. 

B. Emerging “Spear” at the Western Front 

When technology firms began to realize that the data 

produced on the internet are not “wastes”, they began to take 

advantage of it by using them to make predictions and 

analyses. And this was the beginning of the Big Data Era. 

Before the government took data ownership into serious 

account, there was an abundance of businesses who utilized 

those personal data and made a great profit out of it. They 

usually sell those data to the third business to be predicted 

and make advertisements [21]. However, this underground 

activity gradually surfaced with Facebook Cambridge 

Analytica Scandal where Facebook mishandled over 50 

million users’ data to a political data analysis center 

Cambridge Analytica [22]. This analysis made with user’s 

data was used for political advertisements. The government 

began to take action by fining heavily on Facebook. 

However, not until the American Institution of the 

8 General Data Protection Regulation. Full text see https://gdpr-info.eu 
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National Security Agency (NSA)’s unauthorized 

surveillance over personal devices around the world are 

revealed by Edward Snowden which involved a significant 

amount of governmental monitoring, did governments from 

many countries start to have serious sovereignty concerns 

over information and data they produced [23]. China 

responded by accelerating the implementation of data 

legislations [12]. And the European Union responded by 

intensifying the scrutiny over the United States’ action 

because the EU viewed data privacy heavily because data 

privacy is a fundamental law according to GDPR. This was 

shown in a court ruling in 2015, the Court of Justice of the 

European Union (CJEU) invalid the Safety Harbor because 

of the inadequate data protection given by the U.S., 

proclaiming it was not in compliance with the principle of 

GDPR [24]. This court decision is primarily based on the Art. 

45 of GDPR where an “adequate level of protection” is 

required to perform cross-border data transfer. However, 

events like Facebook Cambridge Analytica Scandal and NSA 

unauthorized surveillance over personal data post a 

skepticism over the U.S. data sovereignty issue. This was 

replaced by an agreement with a higher level of protection, 

namely Privacy Shield because both the European Union and 

the United States realized the importance of the cross-border 

economy which is dependent on cross-border data transfer.9 

At the same time, the EU strengthens its control over the US. 

Nevertheless, Privacy Shield was no longer valid because of 

the skepticism of lack of adequate data protection [25]. 

With the Trump administration, the United States turned 

to a more “selfish” state who urged to have more sovereignty. 

The United States was prompted to extract data from foreign 

countries by establishing bilateral and multilateral treaties 

dominated by the U.S. government in order to achieve data 

sovereignty. In order to become a “big brother” in the big 

data era, the United States also urged members of WTO to 

open up and establish free data flow [26]. In the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership (TPP) debate, the U.S. forcefully emphasizes the 

importance of cross-border data flow, and the U.S.’s 

agreement influences the agreement significantly as well. At 

the onset of this plan, the U.S. already started to enter 

agreements like the United States-Mexico-Canada 

Agreement (USMCA) where data localization was directly 

banned from the members of the agreement. No matter 

whether it is unauthorized surveillance or encouraging cross-

border data transfer with the EU, the United States took a 

proactive stand on expanding sovereignty over data. 

Similarly, reflecting on the EU’s response toward the U.S 

data strategy, U.S. expansive strategy was shown. 

After the Microsoft case where the U.S. government 

demanded data stored outside of the U.S. from a 

multinational technology company, the CLOUD Act was 

established which amends the Stored Communication Act 

(SCA) of 1986 to extend the long-arm jurisdiction of the 

U.S .government. This ruling arouses international law-

making to a new era where a New York State’s ruling 

initiates a national law that influences international 

lawmaking, which is the so-called “international lawmaking 

2.0” [27]. By implementing the CLOUD Act, the U.S. 

 
9  Full text see https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/eu_us_ 

privacy_shield_full_text.pdf.pdf 
10 CLOUD Act, U.S.C. §2713 

government hopes to propose the idea of “cross border data 

extraction” by stating that the government has access to 

foreign data collected by local businesses [28]. At the same 

time, according to the official explanation from the U.S. 

Department of Justice, the CLOUD Act not only applies to 

the U.S. registered corporate, but is also subject to Foreign 

firms who have a certain level of contact with the U.S. 

registered corporates, which means that foreign firms could 

easily get involved with regulation from the U.S. government. 

Additionally, with Facebook, Instagram and other 

transnational platforms becoming increasingly powerful in 

terms of data extraction and big data analysis, they operate 

more like a government [29]. With the massive data they 

obtained from billions of active users all around the globe, 

they have a huge amount of resources for valuable big data 

analysis. However, most of those global platforms are located 

in the U.S. where the CLOUD Act is implemented, creating 

an ideal environment for the U.S. government to perform 

data extraction.  

Furthermore, the CLOUD Act has been marked as a 

turning point in the history of data sovereignty because if 

such  a bilateral agreement would work, more countries 

would adopt the correspondent practice. This would 

potentially lead to borderless cyberspace, which means that 

the U.S. will have greater sovereignty over American users’ 

data and potentially user’s data over the world because the 

U.S. government may be able to extract data from an 

international internet company that is based in the United 

States according to the CLOUD Act 2018.10 However, in 

reality, this bilateral legislative faces a difficult time 

implementing because many countries are struggling with the 

question of whether to take risks to be in an agreement with 

the U.S. with the danger of exposure of data from the country. 

European Union, Japan,  and other countries have 

comprehensive data laws as they paced to the second 

generation of data protection legislations [30]. For example, 

GDPR has incorporated the elements of “data minimization”, 

“data quality” and “data sensitivity” in the process of 

legislation. On the contrary, the United States legislations 

remain in the first generation which is based on OECD 

namely, it is still based on OECD which includes solely the 

fundamental privacy protections. Subsequently, many 

countries in the world don’t support the CLOUD Act. Hence, 

the UK is the only country that signed the bilateral agreement 

since the inauguration of the CLOUD Act in 2018. Even 

though many countries are in the process of negotiating of 

joining the agreement, the paucity of agreements 

demonstrated that the United States’ data strategy won a 

dearth of support. Not until 2018, similar legislation of 

GDPR, namely, the general data protection act was first 

established in the United States when the California 

Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) passed.11 However, this is 

just a state law which that has limited jurisdiction. 

The United States, on the opposite, resembles a “spear” 

that has the aim to expand data sovereignty outside of the 

actual territory of the United States by implementing or 

enhancing domestic law and interfering with international 

order by establishing agreements between nations. Unlike 

11  Full text see https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient. 

xhtml?bill_id=201720180SB1121 
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China, the United States was proactive in the beginning stage 

of the data era where data was first being used on a massive 

scale by giving budget to develop big data [17]. 

Later, the ideology of overly gaining more sovereignty 

urges Trump administration to make a new move of limiting 

foreign technology companies and any form of possible 

extraction [26]. TikTok is an example of this. The Trump 

administration addressed the potential threat that data would 

be used by the Chinese government even though TikTok is 

registered as a U.S.-based company. As a result, the United 

States government still indicated that its sovereignty cannot 

be threatened by any means, showing the core of its 

expansionist ideology.  

The European Union on the other hand gradually realized 

its lag in this data sovereignty battle. EU’s awakening was 

presented by the invention of the concept of “digital 

sovereignty”-the EU version of sovereignty in the “data era”. 

European digital sovereignty emerged as a result of the 

increase of the increasing dominance of non-European actors 

within the EU. During the global pandemic COVID-19, 

European Union was applying Apple and Google’s tracking 

applications and those companies are U.S. based. However, 

this reduced Europe to a less favorable position in terms of 

data privacy. Digital sovereignty encourages the 

development and formation of European technology 

companies with the goal of maintaining sovereignty within 

the European Union, urging the European Union to be more 

proactive against foreign dominant firms. However, every 

move is rooted in GDPR and human rights protections, so we 

would not expect an expansive data strategy. 

C. Emerging Shield: Chinese Data Strategy 

On the other hand, China was comparatively on the other 

side of the spectrum in terms of data strategy. From the 

previous political decision made by the Chinese government 

where the firewall was established within the Chinese border 

and additional blocking strategies, a conclusion could be 

made that the style and philosophy of politics in China were 

more conservative compared to the United States. According 

to Implementation Rules for Provisional Regulations of the 

Administration of International Networking of Computer 

Information (1996) article 6 that “no units or individuals shall 

set up by themselves or use other access channels for 

international networking.”, the Chinese government set a 

tone for the future development of data sovereignty. 

Additionally, “tall” fire does not signify China ceded this 

data sovereignty lawfare in the data era. A Chinese expert 

even commented that in this competition, the Western might 

be the closest to China in terms of the revolution of the 

internet-centered technology [19]. 

Criminal Law [10] was among the first law which 

criminalized the wrongdoing regarding data extraction. It 

was stated in article 285 that whoever “intrudes into a 

computer information system other than that prescribed in the 

preceding paragraph or uses other technical means to obtain 

the data stored, processed or transmitted in the said computer 

information system or exercise illegal control over the said 

computer information system”, will be punished.  

After the Snowden Leak and the growing amount of data 

produced by an exponentially growing number of internet  
12 Cybersecurity Law. Act.37. Full text see https://www.newamerica.org/ cybersecurity-

initiative/digichina/blog/translation-cybersecurity-law-peop- les-republic-china/ 

users, China also realized that a national policy of data 

sovereignty needed to be established. Starting with Li 

Keqiang’s “internet+” to the later 135 Plan where the new 

goal of China is to achieve better economic growth by 

making breakthroughs in informational technology, China 

officially realized that data sovereignty lawfare began, and 

joined the lawfare intending to maintain their data 

sovereignty in this data at the onset of the big data age. This 

era combines both the rapid development of data technology 

and followed laws that regulate data security in a world 

where data transmission occurs everywhere at any fraction of 

a second.  

The Chinese way of data sovereignty was modeled on EU 

data localization with free flow of data within the country or 

group of countries and stricter rules when dealing with cross-

border data. Before Cybersecurity Law (CSL), China has 

similar practices to the United States where laws regulating 

data transfer were scattered in many specific industries, 

multiple departments were overseeing data regulations in 

various areas [31]. In the early stage, transferring of data is 

regulated by article 17 of the Law of People’s Republic of 

China on Guarding State Secrete which stated that “Measures 

for storing, drawing, processing and transmitting state secrets 

by electronic information and other technical means shall be 

formulated by the state secret-guarding department together 

with the central organs concerned.” However, the definition 

of “state secret” remains ambiguous, articulated as “matters 

that have a vital bearing on state security and national 

interests and as specified by legal procedure, are entrusted to 

a limited number of people for a given period of time.” 

According to this definition, a broad range of data could be 

included. In this case, we can see that China was gradually 

using regulations and national laws to seize its sovereignty 

over data by trying to keep it within the territorial boundary. 

A completely different story can be said in the United States 

where the government is not satisfied with the sovereignty it 

owned but uses international companies as a means to extend 

the sovereignty outside of its venue.  

Not surprisingly, the establishment of CSL (2016) was a 

milestone of the Chinese’s data sovereignty. It specified that 

“Critical information infrastructure operators that gather or 

produce personal information or important data during 

operations within the mainland territory of the People’s 

Republic of China, shall store it within mainland China” in 

Article 37, with the clarification that exceptions might occur 

“Where due to business requirements it is truly necessary to 

provide it outside the mainland, they shall follow the 

measures jointly formulated by the State cybersecurity and 

information departments and the relevant departments of the 

State Council to conduct a security assessment; where laws 

and administrative regulations provide otherwise, follow 

those provisions.” 12  Those two articles listed not only 

address the core values of data sovereignty in China which is 

to keep the data localized and perform security reviews. 

What’s more, it also ensures healthy economic growth by 

allowing cross broader data transfer during the trading 

process. It is also denoted to safeguard “cyberspace 

sovereignty” in China. Interestingly, following the issue of 

CSL, American technology giant Apple moved their iCloud 
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center for the personal information of Chinese citizens to 

Guizhou to comply with the CSL. Nevertheless, CSL was the 

only legislation regarding the internet and it is relatively 

incomplete due to deficiency of mentioning data protection 

and data security in terms of trans-border data flow directly. 

Besides, at the time when CSL came into effect, many key 

terms in CSL remain undefined. For example, what does it 

mean by Critical Information Infrastructure and what is 

included as CII are unclear.  

Current CSL is not enough because there are international 

companies who are operating inside China that need to 

transfer data to the headquarter, and the firewall did not 

necessarily block Chinese citizen from accessing Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram and YouTube because of technology, 

namely, Virtual Private Network (VPN). Additionally, 

trading internationally also requires data transfer from China 

to foreign countries. More comprehensive laws are needed 

for the Chinese legislative since interaction with foreign 

institutions is highly important to domestic economic 

development and a balance is needed between national 

interest, domestic development and privacy protection [32]. 

The beginning of the data laws implementation flux was 

the Cryptography Law which came into effect in 2019. In 

article 2 of Cryptography Law, the definition of cryptography 

was addressed, namely, “technologies, products and services 

utilized for encryption protection and security authentication 

on information and the like by using specific transformation 

methods.” And the purpose of this law directly demonstrates 

China’s defensive strategy, which is stated in article 1: 

This Law is enacted for the purpose of regulating the 

application and administration of cryptography, promoting 

the development of cryptography work, ensuring cyber and 

information security, safeguarding national security and 

public interests, and protecting the legitimate rights and 

interests of citizens, legal persons and other organizations. 

Later in 2020, more data laws and drafts are issued, 

polishing the 2014 CSL. Measures for Security Assessment 

of Cross-Border Data Transfer of Personal Information (For 

Public Comment) in 2019 made certain updates on the 2017 

Measures for Security Assessment of Cross-Border Data 

Transfer of Personal Information and Important Data (For 

Public Comment). Multiple undefined terms in CSL are 

specified. They also promote strict assessment guidelines 

when cross-border data transfer is practiced. 13  Moreover, 

more drafts regarding data protection were issued, which 

build up upon the existing legislation regarding cross-border 

data transfer. Additionally, Draft Personal Information 

Protection Law (PIPL) was issued in 2020. This took Chinese 

cross-border data transfer legislation to the next level. PIPL 

(draft) also learned from Article 45 of GDPR which 

“adequate level of protection” is compulsory for the entity to 

whom they signed the treaties. 14 This is a huge step in the 

establishment of the foundation of data protection. By 
 

13 Measures for Security Assessment of Cross-Border Data Transfer of 

Personal Information (For Public Comment) article 5 & 6. 
14  Personal Data Protection Law Article 38 (3). Full text see 

https://www.china-briefing.com/news/the-prc-personal-information-protec-

tion-law-final-a-full-translation/ 
15 Civil Code of People’s Republic of China. 
16 Id. art. 111 
17 Id. art.13 
18 CII art. 5 
19 CII art. 3& 4 

perfecting data privacy laws, the possibility of leakage would 

reduce greatly, the risk of transferring data also decreases. 

Consequently, the Chinese government maintains its control 

over the data produced within the Chinese territory. Drafts 

issued in many specific areas concerning data surely made a 

sensation in China because the Chinese government shows 

the sign that China is moving toward a comprehensive data 

law period and the level of protection could be able to 

compare to the European Union’s standard, meaning that 

data, in general, are safer and well protected by Chinse 

“shield”. 

Nevertheless, 2021 indeed is a big year for not only 

cybersecurity law but a turning point for Chinese legal 

history where piles of laws are implemented. Those laws 

greatly specified multiple unclear terms which were stated in 

Cybersecurity Law (2014). After invaliding the General 

Principle of Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China, the 

recently issued Civil Code of the People’s Republic of China 

maintains Article 127 which stated that “Where any laws 

provide for the protection of data and network virtual 

property, such laws shall apply.” 15  It states that data of 

citizens are being protected by law. Additionally, it also 

specified that the personal data of a natural person is 

protected by law. 16 The term “natural person” is also defined. 
17  Additionally, one constantly mentioned phrase 

“cybersecurity review” is also unspecified by the Chinese 

government until 2020 when the Measure of cybersecurity 

review became effective. Also, the term “critical information” 

remained undefined until the recently issued Critical 

Information Infrastructure Regulation. With the aim of 

maintaining data security and avoiding attacks, intrusion,  

and interruption and destruction of data18, CII Regulation 

made a specification on the distinctive roles of each of the 

departments.19  

Additionally, the Data Security Law (DSL) which was 

established in August of 2021 also reinforces the Chinese 

“shield” model. It is an important law because while it 

ensures domestic data security, it also made sure the safety 

of cross-border data transfer. Firstly, according to article 21 

of DSL20, China implemented the classification of data that  

corresponded to GDPR’s data classification. Secondly, the 

security risk assessment is also needed to perform in order to 

transfer data abroad according to article 22 of DSL. China 

also strongly asserted article 26, namely, where any nation or 

region employs discriminatory, restrictive, or other similar 

measures against the PRC in terms of areas such as 

investment or trade-in data and technology for the 

exploitation and development of data, the P.R.C. may employ 

equal measures against that nation or region based on the 

actual circumstances, to firmly seize the sovereignty over 

data inside the territory of China. At the security level, 

greater protection is ensured by highly live of scrutiny, 

assessments and additional emergency mechanism. 21 At the 

20 DSL art.21: The state is to establish a categorical and hierarchical 

system for data protection and carry out categorized and graded data 

protections based on the importance of the data in economic and social 

development as well as the extent of harm to national security, the public 

interest, or the lawful rights and interests of individuals or organizations that 

would be caused once the data is altered, destroyed, leaked, or illegally 

obtained or used. The national mechanism for coordinating data security 

work is to plan and coordinate relevant departments’ drafting of catalogs of 

important data and strengthen protections of important data. 
21 DSL art.21 
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controlling level, Data Security Law allows cross-border data 

flow with sanctions from certain institutions. 22 Interestingly, 

DSL along with Article 4 of the International Criminal 

Judicial Assistance Law of the People’s Republic of China, 

forms a Chinese version of “blocking statues” according to a 

Chinese scholar [33]. This response to the “long-arm” 

jurisdiction of the CLOUD Act, creates tension between two 

world power. At the same time, China can also adopt 

measures when it comes to the boycott of foreign companies 

which is a form of “long-arm” jurisdiction.23 This protects 

domestic companies when competing with a foreign 

counterpart, making China have greater power in 

international competition. At the possession level, certain 

measures and procedures are needed to obtain data from 

Chinese institutions. 

Furthermore, Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL) 

introduces detailed rules about cross-border data transfer. 

Primarily, a specified level of “security assessment” is 

required to transfer data abroad. Article 38 of PIPL stated that 

unless either having circumstances like “passing a safety 

assessment organized by the state internet information 

departments”, “Having a professional body conduct personal 

information protection certification”, having “contracts 

concluded with the overseas recipient parties” or retaining 

“other conditions provided for by laws, administrative 

regulations, or provisions”24, no cross-boarder data transfer 

will happen. What’s more, PIPL also established the role of 

“gatekeeper” [34] where the Chinese governments require 

“handlers” who “provide foundational internet platforms” to 

take responsibility to ensure that personal information is 

protected25. Didi case is a typical example of breaching this 

law where Didi has the potential to transfer data abroad even 

if it is in a position of “handler”.  

From the beginning of the internet era, Chinese strategy 

toward the internet and data shows signs of “shielding” and 

“isolation” by implementing a firewall to block foreign 

websites from “invading” [35]. The Chinese government 

blocks many the websites like YouTube and Instagram for 

the purpose of reducing exposure to western thought and 

reduce the risk of data extraction. 

D. The current “Spear and Shield” With Didi Case Study  

With the prevalence of big data and the time when personal 

data are easily exposed, data sovereignty increasingly 

become a hotly debated topic among nations. Countries 

including China and the United States also started to take 

action. China mainly applied the “protectionist approach” 

while the United States utilized the “expansionist strategy”. 

Coinciding with international lawfare, the case study of 

Didi’s IPO could be characterized as an epitome of the 

“Spear and Shield” lawfare between China and the United 

States. 

At the domestic level, the American government extracts 

data from foreign companies during their listing by 

implementing Sarbanes-Oxley Law (SOX) which stated that 

audits are required by the U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission for the process of publicizing corporates 
 

22 Id. art.33 
23 Id. art. 24 
24 PIPL art. 38 
25 PIPL art. 58  
26 HFCAL section 2 (i)(2)(A) 

according to section 104 of the SOX. This was supplemented 

by recently established Holding Foreign Company 

Accountable26 

In December 2020, U.S. Congress passed the Holding 

Foreign Companies Accountable Act (HFCAA), which was 

later signed by President Donald Trump. HFCAA provides 

additional requirements for the audit of foreign companies 

that are intended to be listed on the NYSE. To be specific, 

any corporate that failed to fulfill three years of PCAOB’s 

audit would be delisted by U.S. Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC)27. Additionally, the audit data should be 

revealed by the U.S. registered accounting firms [36]. This is 

mostly because of the existing issue where the Chinese firms 

usually did not comply with Wall street audit rules. One 

famous example was that Luckin faked the audit data for IPO 

which resulted in a significant amount of fine [37]. 

Conversely, China also implemented Capital Market Law 

which few specifications were made. As a result, based on 

the Chinese Capital Market Law which authorizes the power 

to the Chinese government upon the Chinese firms who are 

listed outside of China. In addition to the Cybersecurity Law 

which emphasizes that the oversea firm couldn’t extract data 

from the China mainland without the approval of the Chinese 

governmental institution, Chinese defensive weapon-“shield” 

is constructed. The conflicts in law potentially created a 

“Spear and Shield” lawfare where the United States expands 

data sovereignty outside of the geographic boundary to 

extract data from oversea corporate by the mean of domestic 

law and China strives for keeping the data sovereignty.  

The logic behind Didi’s incident is carried out by the mean 

of laws and regulations which came out recently and long 

before. It is the recently established cybersecurity measures 

that clash with the SEC’s long-term frustration toward 

Chinese firms, and the lawfare was sparked. However, what 

exactly are those laws? And which U.S. law confronted 

Chinese laws? To begin with, Security Exchange Act is 

worth mentioning. Didi Chuxing is an “issuer” according to 

section 3 (8) of the Security Exchange Act which states that 

“the term ‘issuer’ means any person who issues or proposes 

to issue any security”.28 According, Didi could be defined as 

an issuer. As a “covered issuer”, Didi is required to file an 

annual report until “that company is not an issuer.”29 The 

content of the audit is defined in section 10A(a)(1) which 

stated that illegal activity would be detected during the audit 

which means personal data could be investigated too.  

However, not until the recently signed Holding Foreign 

Company Accountable Law, does the U.S. eventually make 

moves to deter Chinese firms through the mean of domestic 

laws. It is stated in Section 2(i)(2)(A) that “each covered 

issuer that, with respect to the preparation of the audit report 

on the financial statement of the covered issuer that is 

included in a report filed by the covered issuer, retains a 

registered public accounting firm that has a branch or office 

that is located in a foreign jurisdiction.”30  

This frustrated the Chinese government because auditing 

for Chinese companies is usually done by auditing firms 

based in China, meaning that the data is safely kept within 

27 HFCAL Section 2(i)(2)(A) 
28 Security Exchange Act of 1934 section 3(c)(8) 
29 Id. section 13(a)(2) 
30 HFCAL Section 2(i)(2)(A) 
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Chinese territory and under the control of the Chinese 

government. Further demands were stated in Section 

2(i)(3)(A) of HFCAL that “a covered issuer has 3 

consecutive-inspection years, the Commission shall prohibit 

the securities of that covered issuer from being traded—on a 

national securities exchange or…” 31 , meaning that 

companies like Didi should comply the law immediately and 

handing auditing data of U.S standard in around 2024 [33]. 

Otherwise, it would be delisted. What’s more, according to 

the Patriot Act, the government could access data that is 

stored in cloud servers of the U.S. providers [18]. However, 

there is a possibility of the audit firm utilizes those cloud 

servers, which indicates a risk that Chinese firms’ audit data 

might be exposed to the U.S. government and it is legally 

justified. Actions including legalizing data acquisition and 

possible extraction of data from Chinese firms ensure the 

“long-arm jurisdiction”, meaning that using the domestic law 

to regulate events happening overseas. In this case, those 

laws are used to expand t\U.S. data sovereignty over the 

Chinese firms and possibly data produced in China as a 

whole. The key debate is which authority truly has the right 

over the data produced by Didi.  

Let’s hear the Chinese version of the lawfare. To cope with 

the imposition of law from the U.S. government, the Chinese 

government implemented laws and measures which resemble 

a “shield” that aims to defend the data sovereignty from the 

intrusion of the “spear-like” legal strategy of the United 

States. Their main goal is to deter U.S. security regulators to 

access audit files of Chinese companies listed in the U.S. [3]. 

The governmental institution obtained the authority over the 

Chinese firms that are listed outside of China by the recently 

published Capital Market Law. To be specific, based on Act 

2 of CML, Chinese firms who are listed outside of China are 

subjected to legal punishment if they disturb the domestic 

market order. As a result, the Chinese government has  

sovereignty over the Chinese firm’s oversea exchange 

activities. Applying this law to Didi case where Didi has been 

suspected of data breach [38], Chinese data laws and policies 

should be emphasized.  

The logic behind this data lawfare is mainly because of the 

nature of data. First, the data pool for auditing for Didi is 

massive and valuable, and Didi’s data’s depth is profound, 

meaning that those data are sensitive personal information32 

which could directly reflect the demographic, business 

distribution, population changes and much significant data 

[39]. As a result, the possible exposure of 377 million 

Chinese annual active drivers and 13 million annual active 

drivers’ personal data was exposed to the governmental 

institutions in the U.S. would be disastrous. The accounting 

information includes cellphone numbers and real names 

along with the identification [40]. 

To summarize, the service produced by Didi belongs to the 

category of Critical Information Infrastructures, institutions 

that will produce significant data. This demonstrates that if 

the data leaking happened; the “critical information” would 

produce national security threats according to the definition 

from article 31 of Cybersecurity law. As a result, according 

to the Chinese government, Didi’s listing poses a threat to 

“national security” because of the possible data breach based 

on Cyber Security Law and National Security Law [2]. 
 

31 Id. section 2(i)(3)(A) 

According to article 35 of Cybersecurity Law, the Chinese 

government consequently announced that the cybersecurity 

review is needed for Didi in order to follow the guideline of 

Measures for Cybersecurity Review (2020). During this 

review, governmental departments would assess multiple 

areas, for instance, is there any “risk of important data being 

stolen, leaked, or harmed”, and does “the supplier of the 

product or services’ compliance with the Chinese law, 

administrative regulations, and departmental rules?” Laws 

like CSL and MCR certainly act as a defensive “shield” in 

this lawfare. As a consequence, Didi was being investigated 

by the Chinese Administration of Cybersecurity, followed by 

the removal of Didi from the app store and postponment of 

registration for new users [41]. This is among the first 

investigation after the Measure for Cybersecurity Review 

was first issued. In this investigation, China finally shows her 

“teeth” to the domestic companies that try to get listed abroad 

[42]. 

The lawfare was initiated by accumulated dissatisfaction 

between China and the U.S. For the United States, Wall 

Street was frustrated for years that Chinese corporate didn’t 

follow the rule of submitting U.S. standard audit information 

even with the implementation of Holding Foreign Companies 

Accountable Act. However, China also feels uncomfortable 

with the U.S. approach of extracting massive valuable data 

from Chinese corporates. China is unlikely to allow data 

breaches in various forms. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This research proposes a ‘Spear and shield framework’ to 

help understand the nature of the current Data Sovereignty 

embodied in China-U.S. data legislation. By applying 

doctrinal, historical and comparative research, along with 

some international relations and political economy 

approaches, the research paper addresses the problem in a 

relatively comprehensive way. This research first introduced 

a theoretical framework of ‘spear and shield’ by introducing 

the background which initiate the topic. The paper then 

moves on to explain the doctrines and historical 

developments of these laws in China and the U.S., from the 

internet age to the data era. Finally, the research provides an 

analysis of the different data laws using the ‘spear and shield 

framework and a deep analysis of the Didi case. 

While the research lacks primary sources in terms of 

interviews with leading experts and speeches at a convention 

primarily because of my lack of access as a high school 

student. Luckily, by reading blogs from leading experts, 

consulting professors and guiding from a master from elite 

universities, I would be able to have a comprehensive 

understanding of this topic. However, interviews and more 

instructive opinions would be better for the development of 

the research paper.  

Nevertheless, few significances of this research needed to 

be presented. Theoretically, the model of “spear and shield” 

could certainly be used in many other circumstances for any 

conflicts in legislation. Practically, this analysis can provide 

guidelines and introduction for Chinese corporations who 

wanted to go public in countries like the United States. More 
32 PIPL art.28 
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importantly, by reviewing this research paper, the reader 

would produce new thoughts which would help them to form 

more questions that are worth investigating.  

Finally, “lawfare” in terms of data sovereignty is just a 

fraction of the whole picture. If we look at the relationship 

between China and the U.S. from a political economy 

perspective, this research paper needs further explorations. 
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